[Guideline 'Diagnosis and treatment of carpal tunnel syndrome'].
--Carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS) is the most frequently encountered peripheral nerve entrapment: about 10% of adult women and less than 1% of adult men in the Netherlands have a clinically and electrophysiologically confirmed CTS. --All medical and paramedical disciplines involved in the diagnosis and treatment of CTS in the Netherlands contributed to the development of a guideline for the diagnosis and treatment ofCTS. --Clinical diagnosis of CTS is based on a history of nocturnal pins and needles, numbeness and/or pain in the median nerve innervated area of the fingers and hand, which often causes the patient to awake. --Provocative tests do not contribute to the clinical diagnosis of CTS. --If invasive therapy is considered, such as corticosteroid injection or surgery, the clinical diagnosis must be confirmed by abnormal findings in electrophysiological tests. --Ultrasound or MRI of the wrist may be of diagnostic value when structural abnormalities in the carpal tunnel are suspected. Given the special expertise needed for ultrasound testing and the limited availability of MRI for CTS diagnostic purposes, these methods are not the first preference. --Depending on the degree of impact on daily functioning, treatment for CTS may be expectative, conservative (wrist splint or local steroid injections) or surgical (endoscopic or open techniques). --If CTS does not restrict daily functioning, adjustment of the working conditions will do. --Furthermore measures aimed at CTS prevention and treatment of an already existing work-related CTS are discussed.